
HOW TO HANDLE ANXIETY DURING TRYING TIMES.

(CHRISTIAN COUNSELING by GARY COLLINS)

The Teacher:

At all times be calm, caring, supportive and reassuring.

Focus on thoughts and actions that reduce anxiety. Think out of the box where

your lessons are concerned. Use art, use debating, use journaling….)

Read passages from the Bible that are encouraging. ( John 14: 1-3; 16 -18; 25

-28) ( Phil 4:4; 4:6-9)

Build their self-confidence – a belief that they can meet the challenges and

dangers of life. This is vitally important.

Let them be involved with their work that distract from the situation.

Make time for small sessions for the learners to sit quietly, to breathe deeply;

maybe listen to uplifting music; do muscle relaxing exercises.

Show love and patient understanding. Everybody is under stress. The more

love, the less fear.

Observe the learners. Who needs one-on-one time with you or someone who

has opted to counsel learners in need of it?

Behave in a manner that the learners have faith in our leadership and the way

we deal with our and their anxiety.

A. The Learner:

1. TRUST IN GOD.

Learners must realize it is a time to grow and adapt and we are all in the

same situation. There must be no denial of the reality of the situation.

They need to make good choices (which have been made for them; they

just need to follow the rules) and believe in God. For those that do not

believe, it is good to know God loves THEM, whatever they feel.

2. BUILD SELF-ESTEEM.

Learners need to be guided to believe in their ability to meet the

challenges.

Acknowledge the negative factors involved. ( What do you miss most?

What was a positive about the situation this holiday? )



They need to admit their fears and talk about their fears with someone

on a regular basis. Teach them to talk to God about what they fear and

to seek help from one of the teacher counsellors if they need to.

3. LEARN TECHNIQUES AND PRINCIPLES OF RELAXATION.

Google what would be best for your learners. Use silence, music, simple

neck, body stretches…..

4. KEEP THINGS IN PERSPECTIVE.

How we evaluate a situation depends on your point of view. Teach them

not to always think the worst is likely to happen. The teacher needs to

be calm, caring, loving and reassuring at all times.

5. REACH OUT TO OTHERS.

Teach the learners to encourage one another; to realize they have a role

to play. Their words and actions have a double impact during times like

these. In this way they are challenged to deal more effectively with the

challenge of our situation.

6. TURN TO GOD.

Learners must realize they cannot handle the situation themselves and

carry the burden. God is sovereign and powerful. Turn to Him. Give all

your burdens to Him.


